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2 Phonology and Orthography

Tagalog phonology has been significantly affected by the incorporation into

the language ofmany loanwords from Spanish, English and other languages.

One effect of this incorporation has been an expansion of the phonemic

inventory of the language, an expansion that has influenced both the vowel

and the consonant systems.

Contemporary Tagalog has the five vowel phonemes shown in table 47.1.

Table 47.1: Tagalog Vowel Phonemes

Front Central Back

High
Mid

This five-vowel system no doubt developed out of a three-vowel system in

which [i] and [e] were allophones of a single phoneme and [u] and [o] were

allophones of another. Contrasts between III and Id and between /u/ and lol

are, however, well established in contemporary Tagalog, not only in

borrowed vocabulary {misa /mi:sah/ 'mass' vs. mesa /me:sah/ 'table', bus

/bu:s/ 'bus' vs. bos /bo:s/ 'boss') but, albeit less commonly, in native

vocabulary as well {iwan /?i:wan/ 'leave' vs. aywan /?e:wan/ 'not known',

babuy /ba:buy/ 'pig-like person' vs. baboy /ba:boy/ 'pig')- Vowel length in

non-word-final syllables is phonemic, as the following examples illustrate:

aso /?a:soh/ 'dog', aso /?asoh/ 'smoke', maglalakbay /magla.lakbay/ 'will

travel', maglalakbay /maglalakbay/ 'travel a lot'. In word-final syllables of

native words, vowel length is not phonemic: the general rule is ih^iphrase-

final syllables are long, non-phrase-final syllables short. Thus sibat /sibat/

'spear' is pronounced [siba:t] phrase-finally, but not in sibat ba? /sibat bah/

[sibat ba:h] 'is it a spear?'. Word-final syllables of non-native words may,

however, show phonemic length. For example, borrowed monosyllabic

names have a long vowel in any context: e.g. si Bob ba? /si ba:b ba/ [si ba:b

ba:h]'isitBob?'.

There are sixteen consonant phonemes that occur in native words. These

are displayed in table 47.2. Probably [d] and [r] were once allophones of a

single phoneme, as is evidenced by a good deal of free or

morphophonemically-conditioned alternation between them (e.g. daw

/daw/ ^ raw /raw/ 'they say', dalita /da:lita?/ 'poverty' vs. maralita

/mara:lita?/ 'poor'). There is no doubt, however, that they now contrast, not

only in loanwords {dos /do:s/ 'two' vs. Rose /ro:s/ 'Rose') but in native words

as well {maramdamin /maramda:min/ 'sensitive' vs. madamdamin

/madamda:min/ 'moving').

In addition to the consonant phonemes shown in table 47.2, there are two

others, the labio-dental fricative HI and the alveolar affricate /tj/, that occur
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/maN/ + /t/-^ /man/, /maN/ + /k/ -^ /mar}/, as in mamili (/maN/ + /piili?/-^

/mami:li?/) 'choose', manakot (/maN/ + /ta:kot/-> /mana:kot/) 'frighten',

mangailangan (/maN/ + ka?ilar)an/ -> /mar)a?ilar)an/) 'need'.

Tiagalog is not a tone language. It does, however, have a complex

intonational system. As in English, intonation may be used to distinguish

pragmatically different sentence types (e.g. requests for information vs.

requests for repetition), to express speaker attitudes (e.g. cordiality), to

indicate contrast or emphasis etc.

Prior to the Spanish colonisation of the Philippines, a syllabary, probably

of Indian origin, had been used for writing Tagalog, but under the Spanish

this was supplanted by a version of the Roman alphabet. Nowadays Tagalog

uses the same 26 letters that are used for writing EngUsh, although the seven

letters c, /, /, ^, v, x and z are used chiefly in proper names of foreign origin

and in certain other borrowings from English or Spanish. These seven letters

are not included in the conventional Tagalog alphabet, or abakada, which

consists of 20 letters (including the digraph ng, used for /rj/), in the following

order: abkdeghilmnngoprstuwy. The writing system does not

indicate vowel length (or stress), marks /h/ only syllable-initially and does

not mark /?/ at all. Thus words that differ from one another only in vowel

length (see examples above) or only in that one ends in /h/ and the other in /?/

(e.g. bata /baitah/ 'bathrobe' and bata /ba:ta?/ 'child') are spelled identically.

There is also some inconsistency— as well as some debate— with regard to

the speUing of loanwords: e.g. molecule vs. molikyul. And there are two

very common words, the case particle /narj/ and the plural particle /marjah/,

whose conventional spellings, respectively ng and mga, are non-phonemic.

With these arid a few other exceptions, however, there is a fairly good match

between spelling and pronunciation.

3 Syntax

Tagalog is a predicate-initial language. That is, in the most common and

basic type of clause, words or phrases that express predicates precede words

or phrases that express arguments. Predicates belong to one of two classes:

verbal and non-verbal. The structures of basic clauses containing these two

types of predicates are discussed in turn below.

Clauses with verbal predicates consist of a verb followed by one or more

argument expressions (noun phrases, pronouns etc.). These argument

expressions do not in general occur in a fixed order and word order is not

used in distinguishing the roles that are assigned to the various arguments,

e.g. in distinguishing an actor argument (see below) from a patient

argument. Instead these roles are indicated by the form of the verb and/or

the form of the argument expressions themselves.

The verb always contains an affix— which may be a prefix, an infix or a

suffix — that indicates the semantic role of one particular argument
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Table 47.2: Tagalog Consonant Phonemes

Labial Dental Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal

Voiceless stop
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